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What do we mean by digitalisation of logistics
Technologies that connect logistics chain participants and resources for a better logistics 

performance and experience
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▪ Consignment ID

▪ Electronic waybill

▪ Order status 

(track & trace)

▪ Proactive 

exception alerts 

▪ Real time based 

reliable ETA

Operational 

Data

▪ Speed

▪ Simplicity

▪ Sharing 

economy

▪ Collaborative 

planning

▪ Resource and 

asset sharing

New ways of 

working and 

expectations

▪ Equipment data

▪ Carrier data

▪ Driver ID and 

qualifications

▪ Material safety 

data 

▪ ER instructions 

(e.g. ERI-cards)

Connectivity Benefits 

▪ Where is my 

shipment?

▪ Has it left on time?

▪ Is it going to arrive 

on time?

Transparency
Master 

Data

▪ End-to-end 

process 

optimisation

▪ Better customer 

service  

▪ Creating trust and 

peace of mind

▪ Basis for 

optimisation

▪ Improved safety 

and security

▪ Less waste / zero 

paper / lower 

emissions

▪ Linking shipments to 

loading units and trains

▪ End-to-end process 

integration

▪ IoT

▪ Platforms

▪ Open data

▪ Secure and 

trusted data

Enables step changes in logistics intelligence, supply chain agility, automation and collaboration



Taking ELETA forward
A single use case to illustrate the value of improving the visibility of combined transport chains
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• Fast roll out of ELETA

• Shippers customers want proactive exception alerts

• Logistics service providers need to translate revised ETA 

at terminal into revised ETA at consignee’s door

• RUs and IMs to use ELETA to optimise alternative 

operational plans (do not generate additional delays)

• Use ELETA as basis for developing further single use 

case (end-to-end punctuality management)

• Establish a Q-ELETA project building on ELETA learnings: 

• ELETA = “when does my train arrive?”

• Q-ELETA = “when has my train arrived?”

• + establish harmonised delay causes = why and 

because of whom or what was my train late?

Q-
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Good performance management starts with transparency
Proposal for implementation of a uniform punctuality KPI

• In order to improve the effectiveness of rail freight quality 
management, a uniform punctuality KPI should be put in 
place, measuring punctuality end-to-end along the entire 
rail transport chain. 

• Such measurement must include a clear identification of 
delay causes, showing not only what kind of event but also 
which party has caused certain delays and to what extent.

• Ideally, such KPIs are available on a rolling basis via an on-
line dashboard, allowing shippers to select relevant routes.

• Availability of such KPIs will help to reinstall shippers’ 
confidence lost in rail and trigger further modal shift

• It is proposed to make such KPI information available in a 
uniform harmonized manner for all TEN-T RFCs

Source: Hupac Bilanz-Medienkonferenz, May 2018

Punctuality KPI Best Practice Example

Note: This proposal was shared and discussed at the High Level Freight Meeting of RU CEOs in Vienna on 18.05.2018;  this meeting was also attended by Elisabeth Werner, DG MOVE, 
who explicitly also welcomed punctuality KPIs to be made available

http://europeanshippers.eu/
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Thank you for your attention


